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DRAFTING OF IS SECURITY POLICY, AUDIT POLICY, IS 

AUDIT REPORTING- A PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES :  

 To understand the importance of IS Security, 

 To discuss about Information Security Policies, and their hierarchy, 

 To learn about Audit Policy, and 

 To discuss about Audit Working Papers and documentations. 

9.0  INTRODUCTION  

In the computerized information systems, most of the business processes are automated. 
Organizations are increasingly relying on Information Technology for information and 
transaction processing. The growth of E-commerce supported by the growth of the Internet 
has completely revolutionized and reengineered business processes. The information 
technology innovations such as hardware, software, networking technology, communication 
technology and ever-increasing bandwidth lead to completely new business models. 

All these new business models and new methods presume that the information required by the 
business managers is available all the time; it is accurate, it is reliable and no unauthorized 
disclosure of the same is made. Further, it is also presumed that the virtual business 
organization is up and running all the time on 247 basis (24 hours, 7 days a week). However, 
in reality, the technology-enabled and technology-dependent organizations are more 
vulnerable to security threats than ever before. The denial of service attacks on the web sites 
of yahoo.com, amazon.com and lot of other web sites in February 2000 is a case in point. 
Those web sites were down for several hours to a few days jeopardizing the business of those 
organizations. The virus threat is real. The horror stories of ‘Melissa’ and ‘I love you’ are fresh 
in the minds of those organizations, who were affected by them. Further, the hacking and 
cracking on the Internet is real threat to virtual organizations, which are vulnerable to 
information theft and manipulations. 
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9.1  IMPORTANTANCE OF INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY  

In a global information society, where information travels through cyberspace on a routine 
basis, the significance of information is widely accepted. In addition, information systems and 
communications that deliver the information are truly pervasive throughout organizations-from 
the user's platform to local and wide area networks to servers to mainframe computers. 
Organizations depend on timely, accurate, complete, valid, consistent, relevant, and reliable 
information. Accordingly, executive management has a responsibility to ensure that the 
organization provides all users with a secure information systems environment.  

It is clear from the instances sited above that there are not only many direct and indirect 
benefits from the use of information systems, there are also many direct and indirect risks 
relating to the information systems. These risks have led to a gap between the need to protect 
systems and the degree of protection applied. This gap is caused by:  

 Widespread use of technology;  

 Interconnectivity of systems;  

 Elimination of distance, time, and space as constraints;  

 Unevenness of technological changes;  

 Devolution of management and control;  

 Attractiveness of conducting unconventional electronic attacks over more conventional 
physical attacks against organizations; and  

 External factors such as legislative, legal, and regulatory requirements or technological 
developments.  

Security failures may result in both financial losses and/or intangible losses such as 
unauthorized disclosure of competitive or sensitive information.  

Threats to information systems may arise from intentional or unintentional acts and may come 
from internal or external sources. The threats may emanate from, among others, technical 
conditions (program bugs, disk crashes), natural disasters (fires, floods), environmental 
conditions (electrical surges), human factors (lack of training, errors, and omissions), 
unauthorized access (hacking), or viruses. In addition to these, other threats, such as 
business dependencies (reliance on third party communications carriers, outsourced 
operations, etc.) that can potentially result in a loss of management control and oversight are 
increasing in significance.  

Adequate measures for information security help to ensure the smooth functioning of 
information systems and protect the organization from loss or embarrassment caused by 
security failures.  
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9.2  INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY  

Security relates to the protection of valuable assets against loss, disclosure, or damage. 
Securing valuable assets from threats, sabotage, or natural disaster with physical safeguards 
such as locks, perimeter fences, and insurance is commonly understood and implemented by 
most organizations. However, security must be expanded to include logical and other technical 
safeguards such as user identifiers, passwords, firewalls, etc. which are not understood nearly 
as well by organizations as physical safeguards. In organizations where a security breach has 
been experienced, the effectiveness of security policies and procedures has had to be 
reassessed.  

This concept of security applies to all information. In this context, the valuable assets are the 
data or information recorded, processed, stored, shared, transmitted, or retrieved from an 
electronic medium. The data or information is protected against harm from threats that will 
lead to its loss, inaccessibility, alteration, or wrongful disclosure. The protection is achieved 
through a layered series of technological and non-technological safeguards such as physical 
security measures, user identifiers, passwords, smart cards, biometrics, firewalls, etc.  

Security Objective : The objective of information system security is “the protection of the 
interests of those relying on information, and the information systems and communications 
that deliver the information, from harm resulting from failures of confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability”.  

For any organization, the security objective comprises three universally accepted attributes:  

 Confidentiality : Prevention of the unauthorized disclosure of information. 

 Integrity : Prevention of the unauthorized modification of information. 

 Availability : Prevention of the unauthorized withholding of information. 

The relative priority and significance of confidentiality, integrity and availability vary according 
to the data within the information system and the business context in which it is used.  

9.2.1 What Information is Sensitive? : The following examples highlight some of the factors, 
necessary for a company to succeed. The common thing thread in each case is the critical 
information that each generates.  

 Strategic Plans : Most organizations readily acknowledge that strategic plans are crucial 
to the success of a company. But most of the companies fail to really make an effort to 
protect these plans.  

For example: a competitor learns that a company is testing a new product line in a 
specific geographic location. The competitor removes its product from that location, 
creating an illusionary demand for the product. When the positive results of the marketing 
test are provided to the company's executives, they decide to roll the product out 
nationwide. Only then did the company discover that in all other geographic regions the 
competition for their product was intense. The result: the company lost several million, 
dollars as its product sales faltered.  
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 Although it might have been impossible for the company to completely prevent its 
intentions from being discovered, this situation does illustrate the real value of keeping 
strategic plans confidential. In today’s global environment, the search for competitive 
advantage has never been greater. The advantages of achieving insight into a 
competitor's intentions can be substantial. Industry studies bear witness to this fact.  

 Business Operations : Business operations consist of an organization’s process and 
procedures, most of which are deemed to be proprietary. As such, they may provide a 
market advantage to the organization. This is the case when one company can provide a 
service profitably at a lower price than the competition. A company's client lists and the 
prices charged for various products and services can also be damaging in the hands of a 
competitor.  

While most organizations prohibit the sharing of such data, carelessness often results in 
its compromise. Such activity includes inadvertent storage of data on unauthorized 
systems, unprotected laptops, and failure to secure magnetic media.  

 Finances : Financial information, such as salaries and wages, are very sensitive and 
should not be made public. While general salary ranges are known within industry 
sectors, precise salary information can provide a competitive edge. As salaries and 
wage-related charges normally comprise the majority of fixed costs, lower costs in this 
area contribute directly to an organization’s profitability. When a competitor knows 
specific information about a company's wages, the competitor may be able to price its 
products accordingly. When competitors' costs are lower, they can either under-price the 
market or increase profits. In either case, the damage to an organization may be 
significant.  

9.2.2 Establishing better Information Protection : The examples given in the above section 
highlight only three of the various types of sensitive information every business holds. 
Protecting this information is crucial to the overall success or failure of a company. Businesses 
hold such a vast array of data, what steps do they need to take to keep all of their critical 
information protected? 

These points may be considered: 

 Not all data has the same value. And, as such, the information may be handled and 
protected differently. Organizations must determine the value of the different types of 
information in their environment before they can plan for the appropriate levels of 
protection.  

 Know where the critical data resides. In today's business environment, this is normally 
the company's information systems infrastructure. Because each piece of information 
may require different levels of protection, identifying where each is located enables an 
organization to establish an integrated security solution. This approach also provides 
significant cost benefits, as the company does not need to spend more on protecting data 
than the data itself is worth. Protection solutions must be based on the most valuable 
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information assets. The network environment also presents additional challenges for 
protecting information.  

 Develop an access control methodology. Information does not have to be removed to 
cause damage or to have financial impact. Information that is inadvertently damaged 
disclosed or copied without the knowledge of the owner may render the data useless. To 
guard against this, organizations must establish some type of access control 
methodology. For important data, this access control (and the associated auditing) 
should extend to the file level. Such access control extends from the host to the network. 
There are many types of solutions designed to provide this protected access.  

 Protect information stored on media. Employees can cause considerable damage by 
walking out the door with information on 3 ½-inch floppy disks or CD-ROMS. In addition, 
companies should control magnetic media to reduce the loss of software (both 
application and operating system). And finally, when migrating from one platform to 
another, the status of all hard drives, and the associated data, should be controlled.  

 Review hardcopy output. The hardcopy output of employees’ daily work should also be 
reviewed. Although strategic plans in their final forms may be adequately protected, what 
measures are used to safeguard all drafts and working papers? What information is 
regularly placed in the recycle or trash containers without thought to its value?  

Based on this limited discussion, it is clear that much of the information that is so essential to 
successful business operations could be destructive if it is misused by employees, or should 
fall into the wrong hands. The exposure of the information systems to unauthorized individuals 
is greatly increased when companies connect their computers to other networks and the 
Internet. Computer systems and networks are inherently prone to data theft, loss, damage or 
destruction. Protecting such information systems must be done holistically, providing the 
organization with the appropriate level of security at a cost that is acceptable to the business. 

9.3  PROTECTING COMPUTER-HELD INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

In section 9.2.1, we discussed that not all information is equal and that some information 
requires greater protection than other information. Making the very broad assumption that all 
of an organization's valuable information systems are held electronically on a computer, we 
can now consider how these should be protected.  

Prior to discussing the details of `how to protect the information systems’, we need to define a 
few basic ground rules that must be addressed sequentially: 

 Rule #1 : We need to know that ‘what the information systems are’ and ‘where these are 
located’.  

 Rule #2 : We need know the value of the information held and how difficult it would be to 
recreate if it were damaged or lost.  

 Rule #3: We need to know that ‘who is authorized to access the information’ and ‘what 
they are permitted to do with the information’.  
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 Rule #4 : We need to know that ‘how quickly information needs to be made available 
should and it become unavailable for whatever reason (loss, unauthorized modification, 
etc.) ‘ 

These four rules are deceptively simple. For most organizations, providing answers to permit 
the design and implementation of any information system protection is very taxing.  

There are two basic types of protection that an organization can use: Preventative and 
Restorative.  

9.3.1 Preventative Information Protection : This type of protection is based on use of 
security controls. Information system security controls are generally grouped into three types 
of control: Physical, Logical, and Administrative. Organizations require all three types of 
controls. The organization's Information Security Policy through the associated Information 
Security Standards documentation mandates use of these controls.  

Here are some examples of each type of control: 

 Physical : Doors, Locks, Guards, Floppy Disk Access Locks, Cables locking systems to 
desks/walls, CCTV, Paper Shredders, Fire Suppression Systems,  

 Logical (Technical) : Passwords, File Permissions, Access Control Lists, Account 
Privileges, Power Protection Systems; and  

 Administrative : Security Awareness, User Account Revocation, Policy  

9.3.2 Restorative Information Protection : Security events that damage information systems 
will happen. If an organization cannot recover or recreate critical information systems in an 
acceptable time period, the organization will suffer and possibly have to go out of business.  

Planning and operating an effective and timely information system backup and recovery 
program is vital to an operation. Information system backup does not simply involve backing 
up "just the valuable information," but it frequently also means backing up the system as well, 
since the information may need services that the system provides to make the information 
usable.  

The key requirement of any restorative information system protection plan is that the 
information systems can be recovered. This is frequently an issue that many organizations fail 
to properly address. There is a common belief that if the backup program claimed it wrote the 
information system to the backup media, it can be recovered from the backup media. 
However, there are many variables that can prove that belief wrong.  

Here are a few questions that any restorative information system protection program must 
address: 

 Has the recovery process been tested recently? 

 How long did it take? 

 How much productivity was lost? 

 Did everything go according to plan? 
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 How much extra time was needed to input the data changes since the last backup? 

9.3.3  Holistic Protection : Protecting corporate information systems from harm or loss is not 
an easy task. Protection must be done holistically and give the organization the appropriate 
level of security at a cost that is acceptable to the business. One must plan for the unexpected 
and unknown, expect the worst events to happen, and recover from these events if and when 
they occur, as though nothing ever happened. Such events can’t be planned, and they always 
seem to happen at the most inopportune times. Organizations that wait until the last minute to 
decide on a protection plan and recovery process will suffer.  

9.4 INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY 

A Policy is a plan or course of action, designed to influence and determine decisions, actions 
and other matters. The security policy is a set of laws, rules, and practices that regulates how 
assets, including sensitive information are managed, protected, and distributed within the user 
organization. 

An information Security policy addresses many issues such as disclosure, integrity and 
availability concerns, who may access what information and in what manner, basis on which 
access decision is made, maximized sharing versus least privilege, separation of duties, who 
controls and who owns the information, and authority issues. 

9.4.1  Issues to address : This policy does not need to be extremely extensive, but clearly 
state senior management's commitment to information security, be under change and version 
control and be signed by the appropriate senior manager. The policy should at least address 
the following issues:  

 a definition of information security, 

 reasons why information security is important to the organisation, and its goals and 
principles, 

 a brief explanation of the security policies, principles, standards and compliance 
requirements, 

 definition of all relevant information security responsibilities  

 reference to supporting documentation. 

The auditor should ensure that the policy is readily accessible to all employees and that all 
employees are aware of its existence and understand its contents. The policy may be a stand-
alone statement or part of more extensive documentation (e.g. a security policy manual) that 
defines how the information security policy is implemented in the organization. In general, 
most if not all employees covered by the ISMS scope will have some responsibilities for 
information security, and auditors should review any declarations to the contrary with care. 
The auditor should also ensure that the policy has an owner who is responsible for its 
maintenance and that it is updated responding to any changes affecting the basis of the 
original risk assessment. 
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9.4.2  Members of Security Policy : Security has to encompass managerial, technological 
and legal aspects. Security policy broadly comprises the following three groups of 
management: 

 Management members who have budget and policy authority, 

 Technical group who know what can and cannot be supported, and 

 Legal experts who know the legal ramifications of various policy charges 

Information security policies must always take into account business requirements.  Business 
requirements are the principles and objectives adopted by an organization to support its 
operations and information processing. E-commerce security is an example of such business 
requirements. 

Furthermore, policies must consistently take into account the legal, statutory, regulatory and 
contractual requirements that the organization and its professional partners, suppliers and 
service providers must respect. The respect of intellectual property is a good example of such 
requirements. 

9.5 TYPES OF INFORMATION SECURITY POLICIES AND THEIR HIERARCHY 

Major Information Security Policies are given as follows: 

 Information Security Policy : This policy provides a definition of Information Security, 
its overall objective and the importance applies to all users. 

 User Security Policy : This policy sets out the responsibilities and requirements for all 
IT system users. It provides security terms of reference for Users, Line Managers and 
System Owners. 

 Acceptable Usage Policy : This sets out the policy for acceptable use of email and 
Internet services. 

 Organisational Information Security Policy : This policy (the one you are reading) sets 
out the Group policy for the security of its information assets and the Information 
Technology (IT) systems processing this information. (Although it is positioned at the 
bottom of the above hierarchy diagram, it is the main IT security policy document.) 

 Network & System Security Policy : This policy sets out detailed policy for system and 
network security and applies to IT department users 

 Information Classification Policy : This policy sets out the policy for the classification 
of information 

 Conditions of Connection : This policy sets out the Group policy for connecting to their 
network. It applies to all organizations connecting to the Group, and relates to the 
conditions that apply to different suppliers’ systems. 
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The hierarchy of these policies is shown in the Fig. 9.5.1. 
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Fig 9.5.1 : The hierarchy of Information Security Policies 

9.5.1 Components of the Security Policy : A good security policy should clearly state the 
following : 

 Purpose and Scope of the Document and the intended audience, 

 The Security Infrastructure, 

 Security policy document maintenance and compliance requirements, 

 Incident response mechanism and incident reporting, 

 Security organization Structure, 

 Inventory and Classification of assets, 

 Description of technologies and computing structure, 

 Physical and Environmental Security, 

 Identity Management and access control, 

 IT Operations management, 

 IT Communications, 

 System Development and Maintenance Controls, 

 Business Continuity Planning, 

 Legal Compliances, 

 Monitoring and Auditing Requirements, and 

 Underlying Technical Policy. 
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Described below are the major contents of a typical security policy. The policy is very 
organization specific and a study of the organizations functions, their criticality and the nature 
of the information would determine the content of the security policy. 

9.5.2  Purpose and Scope : It defines what the authorized is trying to accomplish through the 
policy. The primary objective of the policy would be to ensure confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information and related systems. The security policy is designed to: 

(a) Deny authorized access to any IT resources, and Restrict access to data and resources 
or IT processes. 

(b) Within the operational constraints, the security controls will allow the required services to 
be available to authorized users only. 

(c) The scope defines how far the policy would be applicable, to whom it would be applicable 
and the period for which the policy would be applicable. 

9.5.3  Security Organization Structure : The security responsibility and the line of reporting 
in the organization should be defined in the policy as stated below:  

 Information Security Forum (ISF) : This forum is chaired by the GSO and includes 
senior representatives from each of the divisions within the Group, together with the 
AGSO. The AGSO provides the reporting conduit from the ISMG. It is the role of this 
forum to ensure that there is clear direction and visible management support of security 
initiatives within the organization. 

 Information Security Management Group (ISMG) : This cross functional group is 
chaired by the AGSO and comprises of a Divisional System Security Officer (DSSO) from 
each of the divisions within the Group, together with the IT Security Officer (ITSO), and 
the Personnel and Facilities Management Security Officers. Its role is to co-ordinate the 
implementation and management of information security controls across all of the 
divisions and sites.  

 Group Security Officer (GSO) : The GSO will have overall responsibility for security 
within the Group.  This includes the security of all information assets, the network 
accreditation scheme and for non-IT security including physical and personnel matters.  

 Assistant Group Security Officer (AGSO) : The AGSO reports to the GSO and the 
Information Security Forum and is responsible for the co-ordination of information 
security implementation and management across the Group. The AGSO chairs the 
ISMG.  

 IT Management : IT Management have overall responsibility for security of the IT 
infrastructure.  This is discharged mainly through Installation Security Officers (ISOs) and 
the IT Security Officer (ITSO) who will report directly to the IS Service Manager.  

 IT Security Officer (ITSO) : The IT Security Officer reports to the ISMG on IT security 
matters. The ITSO is responsible for managing IT security programmes and IT security 
incidents. The ITSO will chair regular meetings of the ISO’s.   
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 Installation Security Officer (ISO) : An ISO will be appointed for each IT environment 
(including Network and Desktop) from the IT Team Leaders. ISOs will be responsible for 
all security matters related to their system/installation and/or network and will meet 
regularly with the IT Security Officer.  

 Personnel Security Officer (PSO) : The Personnel Security Officer (PSO) will report 
directly to Personnel Management and the ISMG on all security matters relating to 
personnel. The role involves ensuring the controls set out are implemented, adhered to 
and reviewed as necessary.  

 Facilities Management Security Officer (FMSO) : The Facilities Management Security 
Officer (FMSO) will report directly to Facilities Management on all security matters 
relating to personnel. The role involves ensuring the controls are implemented, adhered 
to and reviewed as necessary.  

 Divisional System Security Officer (DSSO) : A System Security Officer (SSO) from 
each division will be appointed as a DSSO. The DSSO carries the same responsibilities 
as a SSO and in addition is responsible for representing the SSOs in their division at the 
ISMG and for communicating requirements and issues to/from this group.  

 System Security Officer (SSO) : A senior user will be appointed to fulfill the role of 
System Security Officer (SSO) for each major application system or group of systems.  
SSO responsibilities focus on business aspects of security thus ensuring that the 
information security of the system meets all relevant business control objectives.  

 System Owners : System Owners carry the overall responsibility for the information 
security of their own systems.  Much of the day to day operational aspects of live 
systems may be delegated across a range of user defined roles and technical roles 
including their systems accreditation process.  System Owners are responsible for 
allocation of protective markings to their systems and data according to the Information 
Classification policy, and all staff for treating protectively marked material accordingly.  

 Line Managers : All Line Managers with any responsibility for live or developing IT 
systems must take appropriate steps to ensure compliance with the aims and objectives 
of this policy.  As part of this process they will ensure that all required security measures 
are understood and in force.  

 Users : All users of live IT systems are required to comply with the security procedures 
for their system and any applicable general IT security guidance. 
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A sample structure is given in Fig. 9.5.2 : 

 

Fig. 9.5.2: The Information Security Organization Structure 

9.5.4 Responsibility allocation : The responsibilities for the management of Information 
Security should be set out in this policy. 

 An owner would be appointed for each information asset. 

 All staff should be aware of the need for Information Security and should be aware of 
their responsibilities. 

 All the tasks have been completed successfully and the System Owner is satisfied.  

 All new network communications links must be approved. 

 A contact list of organizations that may be required in the event of a security incident to 
be maintained. 

 Risk assessments for all third party access to the information assets and the IT Network 
must be carried out.  
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 Access by third parties to all material related to the IT Network and infrastructure must be 
strictly limited and controlled. There should be a Conditions of Connection agreement in 
place for all third party connections. 

 All outsourcing contracts must detail All major changes to software and hardware 
including major updates and new versions must be approved. It is not permissible to 
make the changes to a live system until tests have security responsibilities 

9.5.5 Asset Classification and Security Classification 

Following are the major points for these classifications: 

 An inventory of assets must be maintained. This must include physical, software and 
information assets.  

 A formal, documented classification scheme (as set out in the Information Classification 
Policy) should be in place and all staff must comply with it.  

 The originator or 'owner' of an item of information (e.g. a document, file, diskette, printed 
report, screen display, e-mail, etc.) should provide a security classification, where 
appropriate.  

 The handling of information, which is protectively marked CONFIDENTIAL or above must 
be specifically approved (i.e. above RESTRICTED). 

 Exchanges of data and software between organizations must be controlled. 
Organizations to whom information is to be sent must be informed of the protective 
marking associated with that information, in order to establish that it will be handled by 
personnel with a suitable clearance corresponding to the protective marking.  

 Appropriate procedures for information labeling and handling must be agreed and put 
into practice. 

 Classified waste must be disposed of appropriately and securely. 

9.5.6 Access Control 

In Access Control, the following points need to be taken into consideration: 

 Access controls must be in place to prevent unauthorized access to information systems 
and computer applications 

 Access must only be granted in response to a business requirement. Formal processes 
must be in place to provide individuals with access. The requirement for access must be 
reviewed regularly. 

 System Owners are responsible for approving access to systems and they must maintain 
records of who has access to a particular system and at what level. The actual access 
controls in place must be audited against this record on a regular basis.  
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 Users should be granted access to systems only up to the level required to perform their 
normal business functions. 

 The registration and de-registration of users must be formally managed.  

 Access rights must be deleted for individuals who leave or change jobs. 

 Each individual user of an information system or computer application will be provided 
with a unique user identifier (user id) 

 It should not be permitted for an individual to use another person's user id or to log-on, to 
allow another individual to gain access to an information system or computer application. 

 PCs and terminals should never be left unattended whilst they are connected to 
applications or the network. Someone may use the equipment to access confidential 
information or make unauthorized changes. 

 Passwords Policy should be defined and the structure of passwords and the duration of 
the passwords should be specified. Passwords must be kept confidential and never 
disclosed to others.  

 Mobile computing - When using mobile computing facilities, such as laptops, notebooks, 
etc., special care should be taken to ensure that business information is not 
compromised, particularly when the equipment is used in public places. 

9.5.7 Incident Handling 

For incident handling, following are the major points: 

 Security incident reporting times and approach must be consistent at all times. Specific 
procedures must be introduced to ensure that incidents are recorded and any recurrence 
is analyzed to identify weaknesses or trends. 

 Procedures for the collection of evidence relating to security incidents should be 
standardized. All staff must be made aware of the process. Adequate records must be 
maintained and inspections facilitated to enable the investigation of security breaches or 
concerted attempts by third parties to identify security weaknesses.  

9.5.8 Physical and Environmental Security 

For the proper implementation of Physical and Environment Security, the following points need 
to taken into account: 

 Physical security should be maintained and checks must be performed to identify all 
vulnerable areas within each site.  

 The IT infrastructure must be physically protected. 

 Access to secure areas must remain limited to authorized staff only. 
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 Confidential and sensitive information and valuable assets must always be securely 
locked away when not in use. 

 Computers must never be left unattended whilst displaying confidential or sensitive 
information or whilst logged on to systems. 

 Supplies and equipment must be delivered and loaded in an isolated area to prevent any 
unauthorized access to key facilities 

 Equipment, information or software must not be taken off-site without proper 
authorization. 

 Wherever practical, premises housing computer equipment and data should be located 
away from, and protected against threats of deliberate or accidental damage such as fire 
and natural disaster. 

 The location of the equipment room(s) must not be obvious.  It will also where practical 
be located away from, and protected against threats of, unauthorized access and 
deliberate or accidental damage, such as system infiltration and environmental failures 

9.5.9 Business Continuity Management 

In Business Continuity planning, following points should be addressed: 

 A Business Continuity Plan (BCP) must be maintained, tested and updated if necessary. 
All staff must be made aware of it.  

 A Business Continuity and Impact Assessment must be conducted annually.  

 Suppliers of network services must be contractually obliged to provide a predetermined 
minimum service level. 

9.5.10  System Development and Maintenance Controls 

These controls are given as follows: 

 System development or enhancements must have appropriate security controls included 
to safeguard their availability and ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the 
information they process. 

 All security requirements and controls must be identified and agreed prior to the 
development of information systems.  

9.6 AUDIT POLICY 

9.6.1  Purpose of the audit policy : Purpose of this audit policy is to provide the guidelines to 
the audit team to conduct an audit on IT based infrastructure system. The Audit is done to 
protect entire system from the most common security threats which includes the following: 

 Access to confidential data, 

 Unauthorized access of the department computers, 
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 Password disclosure compromise, 

 Virus infections, 

 Denial of service attacks, 

 Open ports, which may be accessed from outsiders, and 

 Unrestricted modems unnecessarily open ports. 

Audits may be conducted to ensure integrity, confidentiality and availability of information and 
resources. 

The IS Audit Policy should lay out the objective and the scope of the Policy. An IS audit is 
conducted to : 

 safeguard the Information System Assets/Resources, 

 maintain the Data Integrity, 

 maintain the System Effectiveness, 

 ensure System Efficiency, and 

 comply with Information System related policies, guidelines, circulars, and any other 
instructions requiring compliance in whatever name called.  

9.6.2 Scope of IS Audit : The scope of information system auditing should encompass the 
examination and evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control 
and the quality of performance by the information system. Information System Audit will 
examine and evaluate the planning, organizing, and directing processes to determine whether 
reasonable assurance exists that objectives and goals will be achieved. Such evaluations, in 
the aggregate, provide information to appraise the overall system of internal control. 

The scope of the audit will also include the internal control system(s) for the use and 
protection of information and the information system, as under: 

 Data 

 Application systems  

 Technology  

 Facilities  

 People 

The Information System auditor will consider whether the information obtained from the above 
reviews indicates coverage of the appropriate areas. The information system auditor will 
examine, among others, the following:  

 Information system mission statement and agreed goals and objectives for information 
system activities.  
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 Assessment of the risks associated with the use of the information systems and 
approach to managing those risks. 

 Information system strategy plans to implement the strategy and monitoring of progress 
against those plans. 

 Information system budgets and monitoring of variances. 

 High level policies for information system use and the protection and monitoring of 
compliance with these policies. 

 Major contract approval and monitoring of performance of the supplier.  

 Monitoring of performance against service level agreements. 

 Acquisition of major systems and decisions on implementation. 

 Impact of external influences on information system such as internet, merger of suppliers 
or liquidation etc. 

 Control of self-assessment reports, internal and external audit reports, quality assurance 
reports or other reports on Information System. 

 Business Continuity Planning, Testing thereof and Test results.  

 Compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. 

 Appointment, performance monitoring and succession planning for senior information 
system staff including internal information system audit management and business 
process owners. 

9.6.3  What Audit policy should do ? : The Audit Policy should lay down the responsibility of 
audit. The audit may be conducted by internal auditors or external auditors. Information 
System Auditors should be independent of the activities they audit. Independence permits the 
auditors to render impartial and unbiased judgment essential to the proper conduct of audits. It 
is achieved through organizational status and objectivity.  

 The Policy should lay out the periodicity of reporting and the authority to whom the 
reporting is to be made 

 A statement of professional proficiency may be included to sate the minimum 
qualification and experience requirements of the auditors. 

 All information system auditors will sign a declaration of fidelity and secrecy before 
commencing the audit work in a form that the inspection department may design. 

 The policy may lay out the extent of testing to be done under the various phases of the 
audit 

 Planning 

 Compliance Testing 

 Substantive Testing 
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 A documented audit program would be developed including the following: 

 Documentation of the information system auditor's procedures for collecting, 
analyzing, interpreting, and documenting information during the audit. 

 Objectives of the audit. 

 Scope, nature, and degree of testing required to achieve the audit objectives in 
each phase of the audit. 

 Identification of technical aspects, risks, processes, and transactions which should 
be examined. 

 Procedures for audit will be prepared prior to the commencement of audit work and 
modified, as appropriate, during the course of the audit. 

 The policy should determine when and to whom the audit results would be reported and 
communicated. It would define the access rights to be given to the auditors.  This access 
may include: 

 User level and/or system level access to any computing or communications 

 device 

 Access to information (electronic, hardcopy, etc.) that may be produced, 

 transmitted or stored on respective Dept. equipment or premises 

 Access to work areas (labs, offices, cubicles, storage areas, etc.) 

 Access to reports / documents created during internal audit. 

 Access to interactively monitor and log traffic on networks. 

 The Policy should outline the compliance testing areas e.g. 

 Organizational and Operational Controls 

 Security Management Controls 

 System development and Documentation Controls 

 Application Controls 

 Physical and Environmental Controls 

 Access Controls 

 Business Continuity Controls, etc. 

 The auditor will carry out substantive testing wherever the auditor observes weakness in 
internal control or where risk exposure is high. The auditor may also carry out such tests 
to gather additional information necessary to form an audit opinion.   

 The Audit Policy would define the compulsory audit working papers to be maintained and 
their formats. 
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9.7 AUDIT WORKING PAPERS AND DOCUMENTATION 

Working papers should record the audit plan, the nature, timing and extent of auditing 
procedures performed, and the conclusions drawn from the evidence obtained. All significant 
matters which require the exercise of judgment, together with the auditor’s conclusion thereon, 
should be included in the working papers. The form and content of the working papers are 
affected by matters such as: 

 The nature of the engagement, 

 The form of the auditor’s report, 

 The nature and complexity of client’s business, and  

 The nature and condition of client’s records and degree of reliance on internal controls. 

In case of recurring audits, some working paper files may be classified as permanent audit 
files which are updated currently with information of continuing importance to succeeding 
audits, as distinct from the current audit files which contain information relating primarily to 
audit of a single period. 

The permanent audit file normally includes: 

 The organization structure of the entity, 

 The IS policies of the organization, 

 The historical background of the information system in the organization, 

 Extracts of copies of important legal documents relevant to audit, 

 A record of the study and evaluation of the internal controls related to the information 
system, 

 Copies of audit reports and observations of earlier years, and 

 Copies of management letters issued by the auditor, if any. 

The current file normally includes: 

 Correspondence relating to the acceptance of appointment and the scope of the work, 

 Evidence of the planning process of the audit and audit programme, 

 A record of the nature, timing, and extent of auditing procedures performed, and the 
results of such procedures, 

 Copies of letters and notes concerning audit matters communicated to or discussed with 
the client, including material weaknesses in relevant internal controls, 

 Letters of representation and confirmation received from the client, 

 Conclusions reached by the auditor concerning significant aspects of the audit, including 
the manner in which the exceptions and unusual matters, if, any, disclosed by the 
auditor’s procedures were resolved and treated, and 

 Copies on the data and system being reported on and the related audit reports. 
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Working papers are the property of the auditor. The auditor may, at his discretion, make 
portions of, or extracts from his working papers available to the client. The auditor should 
adopt reasonable procedures for custody and confidentiality of his working papers and should 
retain them for a period of time sufficient to meet the needs of his practice and satisfy any 
pertinent legal and professional requirements of record retention. 

9.7.1 Planning the Documentation : It is important to understand why it is important to plan 
documentation.  The following three parameters would help in planning a documentation 
process. 

(i) The importance of planning and understanding the planning process requires identifying 
three planning questions: 

 Knowing Your Resources: The three basic resources: time, people, money. One has 
to check for their availability and affordability. 

 Defining the Scope and Audience: The same report may undergo significant 
changes depending on the character of report and nature of audience. Presentation 
on Balance Sheet made to bankers and to investors would be quite different in 
content and focus.  

 Using a Scope Definition Report: It is critical to know how to complete a Scope 
Definition Report.  This report helps in developing a workable schedule for 
completing the project. 

(ii) The Documentation Writer: The qualities and skills that the documentation writer would 
need. The requirement may often be legal in nature 

(iii) Rules to guide documentation writing: The four steps of writing documentation described 
in subsequent section 

9.7.2 Gathering Information : To be able to have a good documentation, it is necessary to 
get information about the reader and the requirement of the document. 

 About the Reader: Finding information about the reader by doing a task analysis.  Three 
parts of the task: viz. input, process, output will have to be identified before one could 
develop an understanding of a reader. 

 About the Subject: The three sources of information about a subject are people, paper, 
and the object of the report.  

9.7.3 Organizing Information: Organizing information involves deciding what information to 
include and how to sequence it. This covers five organizational sequences and examines how 
to divide the documentation into various sections and subsections. 

 Selecting Information: Selecting ‘what the reader needs to know’. Organizing the 
information into a useful sequence. 

 Organizing the Documentation: Using the five organizational sequences: subject, 
difficulty, chronological, importance and analytical. 
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 Dividing Into Sections: Dividing documentation into chapters or sections. 

 Dividing Into Subsections: Dividing sections or chapters into subsections. 

9.7.4 Writing the Documentation : Writing is governed by the following major 
rules/principles: 

 Writing in Active Voice: Using active voice in documentation. 

 Giving the Consequences: Giving the consequences of the reader's action. 

 Writing from General to Specific: Designing the documentation from general to specific.  

 Consistency: Using style, order and format consistently. 

 Writing Online Documentation: Laying down guidelines for writing online 
documentation.  Using appropriate techniques to emphasize text. 

9.7.5 Finalizing Documents : This section identifies the tasks involved in reviewing and 
testing the document, generating the glossary and index and formatting the document for final 
production.  

 Reviewing and Testing: Selection of reviewer of the documentation involves identification 
of subject and communication skill.  The reviewer must be provided with adequate 
information regarding the audience and object of the report. In order to ensure objectivity 
It is recommended that the reviewer be a person who has not been involved in the 
documentation process. 

 Generating the Glossary and Index: Compilation of a glossary and generation of an index 
are two major tasks for a complete documentation. In order to achieve this task it is 
necessary to mark the Index and glossary entries at the stage of documentation itself. 
Word processing software comes with an inbuilt ability of creating an index from the 
identified text in the body of the document.  

 Formatting and Production: The idea of creating a good document is incomprehensible 
without first deciding on a good design for the same. This involves choosing effective 
formatting options for headings, sub-headings, section breaks, formatting, and allied.  It 
also important to select an appropriate binding style that would aid filing and ease of 
consultation.  

9.8 IS AUDIT REPORTS 

Structure: Audit reports broadly include the following sections: title page, table of contents, 
summary (including the recommendations), introduction, findings and appendices. These 
components of an audit report are discussed below: 

(i)  Cover and Title Page : Audit reports should use a standard cover, with a window 
showing the title: "Information System Audit" or "Data Audit", the department's name and the 
report's date of issue (month and year). These items are repeated at the bottom of each page. 
The title page may also indicate the names of the audit team members. 
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(ii) Table of Contents : The table lists the sections and sub-sections with page numbers 
including summary and recommendations, introduction, findings (by audit field) and 
appendices (as required). 

(iii) Summary / Executive Summary : The summary gives a quick overview of the salient 
features at the time of the audit in light of the main issues covered by the report. It should not 
normally exceed three pages, including the recommendations. 

(iv) Introduction : Since readers will read the summary, the introduction should not repeat 
details. It should include the following elements: 

 Context : This sub-section briefly describes conditions in the audit entity during the 
period under review, for instance, the entity's role, size and organization especially 
with regard to information system management, significant pressures on information 
system management during the period under review, events that need to be noted, 
organizational changes, IT disruptions, changes in roles and programs, results of 
internal audits or follow-up to our previous audits, if applicable. 

 Purpose : This sub-section is a short description of what functions and special 
programs were audited and the clients' authorities. 

 Scope: The scope lists the period under review, the issues covered in each function 
and program, the locations visited and the on-site dates. 

 Methodology: This section briefly describes sampling, data collection techniques 
and the basis for auditors' opinions. It also identifies any weaknesses in the 
methodology to allow the client and auditee to make informed decisions as a result 
of the report. 

(v) Findings : Findings constitute the main part of an audit report. They result from the 
examination of each audit issue in the context of established objectives and clients' 
expectations. If the auditor is using any standard grading standard like InfoSecGrade or 
others, the arrived value should also be stated.  

(vi) Opinion : If the audit assignment requires the auditor to express an audit opinion, the 
auditor shall do so in consonance to the requirement.  

(vii) Appendices : Appendices can be used when they are essential for understanding the 
report. They usually include comprehensive statistics, quotes from publications, documents, 
and references. 

Level of Detail : The depth of coverage for issues should normally reflect the significance of 
the findings. Situations representing a high degree of risk or indicating shortcomings that are 
serious enough to justify a recommendation should be treated extensively. 

Specific initiatives that the auditors wish to mention as examples should be described in detail, 
while issues where the department meets the expectations and there is nothing specific to 
mention should be dealt with briefly. 
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Commentary : Where a recommendation and a compliment are made under the same issue, 
they should be in separate paragraphs, otherwise, they may confuse the reader and reduce 
the impact of one or the other. 

Statistics need to be used consistently throughout the report. Sample size and error rate mean 
more when they are given in context. The size of the population, the number of transactions 
and the period of time provide that context. 

Percentages should not be used when referring to small samples (less than one hundred). 

Graphics should be used when they add to the understanding of the text. 
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Annexure I 

Sample IS Security Policy 

1. INFORMATION SECURITY OVERVIEW 

a. Information as an Important Asset 

Information is an important asset. Accurate, timely, relevant, and properly protected 
information is absolutely essential to the organization. To ensure that information is properly 
handled, all accesses to, uses of, and processing of information must be consistent with 
information systems related policies and standards. 

b. Designation of Software and Systems as Competitive Information 

The information security function must annually prepare a list of software and systems which 
have been developed in-house and which provide the organization with a competitive 
advantage. 

c. Confidentiality Agreements Required for All Workers 

All employees, consultants, contractors, and temporaries must sign a confidentiality 
agreement at the time they join the organization. 

d. Data Classification Scheme 

Data must be categorized into different sensitivity classifications with separate handling 
requirements--e.g., restricted, confidential, and unclassified. This standard data sensitivity 
classification system must be used throughout the organization. These classifications should 
be defined to ensure understanding and consistency in their application. All restricted and 
confidential information must be labeled (marked) according to standards. Information that 
does not fall into one or more of these categories need not be marked. These marks must be 
maintained regardless of what technology is used to capture, store, or process the 
information--e.g., all tape reels, floppy disks, and other computer storage media containing 
restricted or confidential information must be externally labeled (marked). 

e. Confidentiality Agreements and Disclosures of Sensitive Information 

All disclosures of restricted or confidential information to third parties must be accomplished 
via a signed confidentiality agreement, which includes restrictions on the subsequent 
dissemination and usage of the information. 

2. INFORMATION OWNERSHIP 

a. Information Ownership Must Be Assigned 

Management must clearly specify in writing the assignment of ownership responsibilities for 
databases, master files, and other shared collections of information. Such statements must 
also indicate the individuals who have been granted authority to originate, modify, or delete 
specific types of information found in these collections of information. 
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b. Information Security Management Committee 

An information security management committee must be composed of senior managers or 
their delegates from each of the organization’s major functions. This committee will meet 
periodically to: 

(a) review the current status of information security, 

(b) review and monitor security incidents within the company, 

(c)  approve and later review information security projects, 

(d)  approve new or modified information security policies, and 

(e)  perform other high-level information security management activities. 

c. Information Ownership and Management's Responsibilities 

All production information possessed by or used by a particular organisational unit must have 
a designated owner. This owner, typically a user department middle-level manager, must 
determine appropriate sensitivity classifications, criticality ratings, and access controls over 
the use of this information. This owner must also take steps to ensure that appropriate 
controls are used in the storage, handling, distribution, and use of the information. 

d. Who Must Comply with Information Security Requirements 

Outside consultants, contractors, and temporaries must be subject to the same information 
security requirements and have the same information security responsibilities as the 
organization’s employees. 

e. Designated Security Administrator for All Multi-user Systems 

Every multi-user computer system must have a designated security administrator to define 
user privileges, monitor access control logs, and perform similar activities. For purposes of 
this policy, local area network (LAN) servers and private branch exchange (PBX) switches are 
considered to be multi-user systems. 

f. Owners Required for Each Major Type of Information 

Each major type of information must have a designated owner. Each information owner must 
make decisions about the sensitivity and criticality of information assets consistent with 
published instructions. Owners must additionally identify user access requirements, determine 
an acceptable level of risk for both the information and systems that process it, and select 
appropriate controls for the information. 

g. Criteria for Assigning Information Ownership 

If there are several potential information owners, higher-level management should assign 
ownership responsibility to the single individual who makes the greatest use of the 
information. 
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h. Management Information Systems Department Must Not Be Owner of Information 

With the exception of operational computer and network information, the management 
information systems department must not be the owner of any information. 

i. Designated Custodian Required for All Major Information Types 

Each major type of information must have a designated custodian. Each custodian must 
properly protect information in keeping with the designated owner's control sensitivity and 
criticality instructions. 

j. Security Responsibilities of Information Custodians 

Information custodians are responsible for defining specific control procedures, administering 
information access controls, implementing and maintaining cost-effective information control 
measures, and providing recovery capabilities consistent with the instructions of information 
owners. 

k. Security Responsibilities of Information Users 

All users of information must comply with the control requirements specified by the 
information's owner and/or custodian. Users may be employees, temporaries, contractors, 
consultants, or third parties with whom special arrangements have been made. 

3. INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

a. Periodic Analysis of Information Security Violations and Problems 

A periodic analysis of reported information security problems and violations must be prepared 
by the information security function. 

b. Problem Reporting and Management Process  

Information reflecting the effects of system faults, breakdowns, and computer-related 
problems must be made available to users on a regular basis. A formal problem management 
process must be in place to record the problems, reduce their incidence, and prevent their 
recurrence. 

c. Risk Assessments Required for Production Information Systems 

All production information systems must be periodically evaluated by the information security 
function to determine the minimum set of controls required to reduce risk to an acceptable 
level. 

d. Agreements with Third Parties Who Handle Information 

All agreements dealing with the handling of information by third parties must include a special 
clause. This clause must allow the organization to audit the controls used for these information 
handling activities and to specify the ways in which information will be protected. 
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e. Avoid Actual and Apparent Conflict of Interest 

All workers must avoid the actual or apparent conflict of interest in their business-related 
dealings with the organization. Should there be any doubt as to the existence of a potential 
conflict of interest, the worker must consult his or her manager. 

f. Disciplinary Measures for Information Security Non-compliance 

Non-compliance with information security policies, standards, or procedures is grounds for 
disciplinary action, including termination. Management must inform workers that information 
security is a serious matter deserving their continued attention. 

g. Disciplinary Measures for Various Information Security Violations 

Assuming the action is inadvertent or accidental, first violations of information security policies 
or procedures must result in a warning. Second violations involving the same matter must 
result in a letter being placed in the involved worker's personnel file. Third violations involving 
the same matter must result in a five-day suspension without pay. Fourth violations involving 
the same matter must result in dismissal. Willful or intentional violations, regardless of the 
number of violations, may result in disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. 

h. Security Violations Requiring Instant Termination 

Unless the special permission of a senior executive is obtained, all workers who have stolen 
organizational property, acted with insubordination, or been convicted of a felony must be 
terminated immediately. Such instant terminations must involve both escort of the individual 
off the premises and assistance in collecting and removing the individual's personal effects. 

i . Agreements Not to Compete Required for Employees 

At the time they join the company; all employees must sign an agreement not to compete for 
two years after their separation from the organization. 

j. Minimum Password Length 

The length of passwords must always be checked automatically at the time that users 
construct or select them. All passwords must have at least six characters. 

k Cyclical Passwords Prohibited 

Users must not construct passwords using a basic sequence of characters that is then partially 
changed based on the date or some other predictable factor. 

l. Periodic Forced Password Changes 

All users must be automatically forced to change their passwords at least once every thirty 
days. 

m. Assignment of Expired Passwords 

The initial passwords issued by a security administrator must be valid only for the involved 
user's first on-line session. At that time, the user must choose another password. 
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n. Limit on Consecutive Unsuccessful Attempts to Enter a Password 

To prevent password-guessing attacks, the number of consecutive attempts to enter an 
incorrect password must be strictly limited. After three unsuccessful attempts to enter a 
password, the involved user ID must be either suspended until reset by a system 
administrator, temporarily disabled for no less than ten minutes, or disconnected if dial-up or 
other external network connections are involved. 

o. Password Sharing Prohibition 

Regardless of the circumstances, passwords must never be shared or revealed to anyone 
other than the authorized user. To do so exposes the authorized user to responsibility for 
actions that the other party takes with the password. If users need to share computer resident 
data, they should use electronic mail, public directories on local area network servers, and 
other mechanisms. 

p. User ID and Password Required for Computer-Connected Network Access 

All users must have their identity verified by a user ID and a secret password, or by other 
means which provide equal or greater security, prior to being permitted to use computers 
connected to a network. 

q. Unique User-ID and Password Required 

All users must have a unique user ID and a personal secret password in order to gain access 
to every multi-user computer and computer network. 

4. BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING 

a. Compliance with Standards Required for Emergency/Disaster Support 

If subsidiaries, divisions, departments, and other organizational units wish to be supported by 
the management information systems department on a priority basis in the event of an 
emergency or a disaster, they must implement hardware, software, policies, and related 
procedures consistent with standards. 

b. Framework for Segmenting Information Resources by Recovery Priority 

Computer operations management must establish and use a logical framework for segmenting 
information resources by recovery priority. This will in turn allow the most critical information 
resources to be recovered first. All departments must use this same framework when 
preparing information systems contingency plans. 

c. Annual Criticality Rating for Multi-user Applications 

In conjunction with relevant information owners, the management information systems 
department must periodically prepare or revise an assessment of the degree of criticality of all 
production multi-user computer applications. This will allow appropriate contingency plans to 
be prepared. 
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d. Application Criticality Classification Scheme 

All production computer applications must be placed into one of these classifications: 
restricted, confidential, or unclassified. Each has separate handling requirements: critical, 
required, and deferrable. This criticality classification system must be used throughout the 
organization and must form an integral part of the system contingency planning process. 

e. Preparation and Maintenance of Computer Emergency Response Plans 

Management must prepare, periodically update, and regularly test emergency response plans 
that will allow all critical computer systems to continue processing in the event of an 
interruption or degradation of service. 

f . Preparation and Maintenance of Computer Disaster-Recovery Plans 

Management must prepare, periodically update, and regularly test a disaster-recovery plan 
that will allow all critical computer and communication systems to be available in the event of a 
major loss, such as a flood, earthquake, or tornado. 

g. Preparation and Maintenance of Business Contingency Plans 

Management must prepare, periodically update, and regularly test a business recovery plan. 
This recovery plan must specify how alternative facilities such as offices, furniture, telephones, 
and copiers will be provided so workers can continue operations in the event of an emergency 
or disaster. 

h. Business Continuity Planning Process 

A standard organization-wide process for developing and maintaining business and computer 
contingency plans must exist and be observed. 

5. CHANGE CONTROL POLICIES 

a. Separation between Production and Development Environments 

New business application software in development must be kept strictly separate from 
production application software. If existing facilities permit it, this separation must be achieved 
via physically separate computer systems. When computing facilities do not allow this, 
separate directories/libraries with password-based access controls must be employed. 

b. Development Staff Access to Production Application Information 

Business application software development staff must not be permitted to access production 
information, with the exception of the production information relevant to the particular 
application software on which they are currently working. 

c. System Developers Must Not Perform Formal Testing 

Workers who have been involved in the development of specific business application software 
must not be involved in the formal testing or day-to-day operation of such software. 
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d. Control over Movement of Software from Development to Production 

Business application development staff must not have the ability to move any software into the 
production processing environment. 

e. Review and Recompilation Required Before Movement into Production 

Executable modules must never be moved directly from test libraries to production libraries. 
Fully tested modules must be reviewed and then recompiled before being moved to production 
libraries. Review and recompilation activities must be performed by technical staff not 
associated with the testing process. This will help to detect and eradicate errors, as well as 
Trojan horses and other unauthorized codes. 

f. Formal Change Control Process Required for Business Applications 

A formal written change control process must be used to ensure that all business application 
software which is in development moves into production only after receiving proper 
authorization from the management of both the management information systems department 
management and user organization. 

g. Separation of Duties and Control over Assets 

Whenever a computer-based process involves sensitive, valuable, or critical information, the 
system must include controls involving a separation of duties or other compensating control 
measures. These control measures must ensure that no one individual has control over this 
type of information assets. 

6. END-USER COMPUTING POLICIES 

a. Approval for End-User Production System Development Efforts 

All software that handles sensitive, critical, or valuable information and that has been 
developed by end-users must have its controls approved by the information security function 
prior to being used for production processing. 

b. When Making Additional Copies of Software Is Permissible 

Third-party software in the possession of the organization must not be copied unless such 
copying is consistent with relevant license agreements and unless management has 
previously approved of the copying or copies are being made for contingency planning 
purposes. 

c. Games May Not Be Stored or Used on Computer Systems 

Games may not be stored or used on any computer systems. 

d. Initial Backup Copies of Microcomputer Software 

All microcomputer software must be copied prior to its initial use, and the copies must be 
stored in a safe place. These master copies must not be used for ordinary business activities, 
but must be reserved for recovery from computer virus infections, hard-disk crashes, and other 
computer problems. These master copies must also be stored in a secure location. 
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e. Periodic Review of Software Licensing Agreements 

The agreements for all computer programs licensed from third parties must be periodically 
reviewed for compliance. 

f .  Storage of Sensitive Information on Personal Computers 

If sensitive information is to be stored on the hard- disk drive or other internal components of a 
personal computer, it must be protected by either a physical lock or encryption. If this 
information is written to a floppy disk, magnetic tape, smart card, or other storage media, the 
media must be suitably marked with the highest relevant sensitivity classification. When not in 
use, these media must be stored in locked furniture. 

7. INTERNAL AUDIT 

a. Internal Audit Review of Information System Controls 

The Internal Audit Function must periodically review the adequacy of information system 
controls, as well as compliance with such controls. 

8. PHYSICAL SECURITY 

a. Physical Security Measures for Computers and Communications Systems 

Buildings which house computers or communications systems must be protected with physical 
security measures that prevent unauthorized persons from gaining access. 

Self - Examination Questions 

1. What are the objectives if information security? How does an information security policy 
help in achieving those objectives? 

2. What are the various types of Information Security Policy? What is the hierarchical 
relationship between the policies? 

3. What would be the major components of an Information Security Policy? 

4. Describe a typical security organization structure for information security. 

5. How important would you consider access control component of information security? 
What all provisions would you wish to incorporate in the same? 

6. What role is Information Systems Audit policy expected to play in ensuring information 
security? What are the objectives of IS Audit? 

7. Name some common security threats that the IS Audit is likely to address? 

8. In addition to computer system hardware, what else would be included in the scope of a 
IS Auditor? 

9. You are to conduct an IS Audit for an organization. Identify what all you would include in 
the audit plan? 

10. What caution would you exercise while asking for an access right during an IS Audit?  

11. Describe the content of a standard IS Audit report. 
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